
**Introduction to Oracle Procurement & Payables eCourse**

This course is a great introduction for those new to Oracle Procurement. It covers the basics of purchasing operations, including supplier management, requisitioning, and purchase order creation. Participants will learn about the importance of controlling costs and ensuring compliance with procurement policies. The course is designed for individuals who are responsible for managing procurement processes within their organization.

**How to Lift PO Commitments**

With the creation of the new PO Balances report in the P2P Panorama, determining how to best lift PO commitments (close POs) is a little easier. Refer to this report for a consolidated view of all open POs and their balances. Additionally, the report shows the current status of each PO (Open, Closed, Released, or Lifted), making it simple to identify which POs need to be closed.

**Preferred Names in Concur**

We have received an increase of inquiries from travelers whose preferred name applies to them, we recommend that you call Balboa Travel [(888) 617-5005](tel:8886175005)] if that does not work. Please submit a case via [case report](#) over the phone to make your airfare booking. You will be able to provide them names while also allowing for booking directly through Concur. If this situation in Concur does not match their legal identification documents that are required, the team has resolved bugs in the system specific to the action of creating an ESR/FIS journal. A journal correction was made centrally to reverse the duplicate GL transaction that was created.

**Accounting**

Shortly after go-live, the ESR-FIS design leads determined that a change to the IFIS & PPS screen “Depreciation” was necessary. Beginning this fiscal year, the IFIS and PPS team has made a change to the IFIS & PPS screen “Depreciation” to include a new field named “Box Type” that can be used to track different types of equipment. These changes will allow for more accurate tracking of depreciation costs for specific assets. The team has also added a new field named “Box Type” to the IFIS & PPS screen “Depreciation” to track different types of equipment. This will allow for more accurate tracking of depreciation costs for specific assets.

**SAP Concur**

A new training video has been launched for Concur! Join the IPPS Team for the next session of Hot Topics! This session will focus on University Card best practices, including Procurement Card Use Tax, Travel Fund Management Office Hours, and claiming expenses after the business trip occurs. The session will be held on [webinar](#) Wednesday, July 28, 2021 @ 11:00am - 12:00pm. You can check the [calendar](#) here for the link to join.

**UC San Diego Travel: Reporting Expenses**

This course is a great resource for anyone responsible for managing travel expenses within the organization. It covers everything from submitting travel requests to understanding preauthorization, booking travel via Concur, prepaying with a Procurement Card, and claiming expenses after the business trip occurs. In addition, this course includes summarized guidelines, resources, and information about online training sessions, and Hot Topics. We hope you find this calendar useful - be sure to check it out for any upcoming events!

**Budgeting and Planning Cloud (EPBCS)**
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For more information, please contact a DSA within your respective VC Areas.

**Advanced Scheduling System**

This course is designed for individuals who need to schedule complex activities such as reconciliation and variance reporting. It covers the process of using the Advanced Scheduling System to schedule activities across the organization. Participants will learn how to create and schedule tasks, set dependencies, and track progress. This course is perfect for anyone who needs to manage complex scheduling tasks within their organization.

**Oracle Financials Cloud**

As we update Blink Budget & Finance with the changes mark the first of many as we update Blink Budget & Finance with the changes mark the first of many. A new training video has been launched for Concur! This video covers the process of applying for a new Travel & Entertainment Card, including summarized guidelines, resources, and information about online training sessions, and Hot Topics. You can check the [calendar](#) here for the link to join.

**Oracle Procurement**

This course is a great resource for anyone responsible for managing procurement processes within the organization. It covers everything from requisitioning to purchase order creation, and everything in between. Participants will learn about the importance of controlling costs and ensuring compliance with procurement policies. This course is perfect for anyone who needs to manage procurement processes within their organization.

**Oracle Proactive Financials**

This course is designed for individuals who need to ensure real-time access to legacy data for an additional fiscal year. It covers the process of using Oracle Proactive Financials to ensure real-time access to legacy data for an additional fiscal year. Participants will learn how to set up and configure Proactive Financials to ensure real-time access to legacy data for an additional fiscal year. This course is perfect for anyone who needs to ensure real-time access to legacy data for an additional fiscal year.